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The Battle of CH!PYONG-NI, fougnt 1. - 15 February 1951, or the Central
Front. Ou the 23rd Regimental £ombt Tearn (RCTK is cons..ered a
c1nsic merimeter defense ird is regarded as a pivotal engagement in the
Knrin

Korean war that deelt the Chinese Cornmun~st Corces (CCF) their first

defect. foliowng.. tneir intervention in the war The
E att!e of the TWiN TUNNELS. fought on ! Februaru 1951 by the RCT, is
frequently overlooked by historians. but is a pert of the sarne comot.
action or operation that concluded w~th the successful Battle of
CHIPONG-NI. Additionally, the Battie of the TWIN TUNNELS was fought
under conditions nearly 1denticat to those of the 1ater, larger and rnore
sowectcular Battle of CHIPYONG-NI While the letter dealt a decisive
onerntional defect to the CCF, the former deeltt aecisive tactical defeat.
Tnhe TWiN TUNNELS, then, serves as a preview of the decisive Battle of
rIdcislve ooerationar
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THE 5ATTLE OF THE TWIN TUNNELS kflREA I FEBRUARY 1951
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Preface

This paper was originally intended to be a case study of the Batt'e of
the TWIN TUNNELS, an engagement fought by the 23rd Regimental Combat
Team (hereinafter referred to as the Regiment or RCT), in Korea, on I
February 1951. Limited source materials and ,ketchy and incomplete unit
records have caused the scope to be narrowed to a bett'e nrrative
Certainly, some conclusions and lessons learned con be drawn from the
materiais.
The significance of the action is that the Regiment was awarded the
Presidential Unit Citation, that a numerically superior Chinese force was
decisively beaten and driven off the field (still a remarkable feat at that
particular time in the Far East Command) and that the TWIN TUNNELS was

N

I.

I

the testing ground for tactics and tecnnmques that were successful it tne
ilter Battle of CHFI.YONG-N!, where the Chinese were stopped In their
southward drive for the first time since their intervention in the war.
Aoditionally. the action is significant because it forms a part of the
neritage of the 23rd Infantry Regiment, for the citation for the TWIN
TUNNELS is one of tIhree Presidential Unit Citations (two United States and
one Republic of Korea) earned in a single 30 day period of nearly
continuous winter combat. The later Battle of CHIPYONG-NI has eclipsed
the TWIN TUNNELS, in large measure because of the more dramatic and
decisive result realized, however, General Paul L. Freeman, Jr, the then
regimental commander, remembers the TWIN TUNNELS as the "more
desperate fight
One hopes that serious military historians will develop the story of the
TWIN TUNNELS and accord it the place that it deserves in tne continuum of
successful battle that wrested the initiative from the Chinese Communist
Forces (CCF) at the small crossroads village of CHIPYONG-NI.

The 8ettle of CHiPvONG-NI

2

The engagement fougnt at CHIP'YONG-NI, 13-15 Febrary 1-:15
23rd PCT

-

by tre

w•s. perhaos, the single most decisive action fougnt in Kore,

during that crucial period immediately followinq the CCF intervention in
the war The sivnificance of the TWIN TUNNELS comes into focus only
when examined against the Dackdrop of CHIPYONG-NI, so the narrative
begins with a description of that action as a point of departure and as

-

reference point for understanding
The War Diary or Command Report of the X Corps (LIS) for February I 951
provides a succinct summary of the action.
L•

The successful perimeter defense of CHIPYONG-NI by the 23rd Regimental
Combat Team, 2d US Infantry Division, during the period 13-15 February
ODayed a vital role in the successful operations of UN Forces on the Central
Korean Front during the month of February.
CH!PYONG-NI was a vital communications center along the HONGCHN -N
YYOJUI.xis at the juncture of the US IX and X Corps Boundaries Its
importance to botn the UN Forces and the enemy was paramount Not only
did 't control tne entire road net in the immediate area and serve as a
gateway to the HAN River Corridor, but it was also a strong blOCKing
position to protect the left flank of the X Corps Line and threaten the
enernys forces south of the HAN Piver to the southwest Accordlngqlj, the
23rd Regimental Combat Team was ordered to hold CHIPYONG-NI at all
costs, while the enemy employed elements of five (5) Chinese Drps1ons in
a vain attempt to seize i
The perimeter aefense of CHIPYONG-NI was a classic example of the
"employment to the fullest of the principles of all-arourd mriltary defense
oy a unit of regimental size Although the limited number of troops
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"available prohibited the defense of all Key terrain in the CHiPYONG-NI
area, the 23rd RCT Commander organizea nis defenses on the most
commanding terrain available, consistent with the number of troops at his
disposal The defense was so integrated that every unit was able to lend
fire support to the units on either flank Although the terrain available to
the defense was limited in area, the maximum defense in depth possible
was employed so that the enemy met continuous resistance in his
attempts to penetrate the perimeter A mobile reserve was maintained at
all times

Seldom if ever has war seen a unit of regimental size integrated into
so effective an all-around defense. Planned concentrations of fire from
automatic weapons, mortars, and art'llery at all times denied to the
enemy a fire-free avenue of approach to friendly Dositions. Maximum use
was made of air strikes on enemy troops and concentrations and positions
The use of armor., though limited by terrain and weather, was made in
establishing key blocking positions cutside the perimeter during the night,
and in augmenting the defensive fires from witnin the perimeter duriro
the day- Although the defense was closely integrated with each unit
having an assigned Zone, sufficient f1eXibiljt!y in the defesae was prnvide
to meet each new enemy threat.
The Battle of CHIPYONG-NI reaffirmed the fact that a friendly force of
any size, employing to the fullest extent the basic concepts of the US
Military Doctrine of Defense and utilizing to the utmost friendly

superiority in firepower, can successfully defend against a vastly
numerically superior enemy force 3
The official record, usually a laconic recitation of bare facts, captures
the essence of the significance and import of the action

It does not,

nowever, Qin down the fact that CHIPYONG-Ni was the first operational
F

defeat handei out to a major Chinese formation after the Chinese

intervention F.jrthermore, the record does not Dlace tne engagement in en
oujerationai continuum that began on or about 21 .january 195 1, winen the

4

Peaimeri Oeoin to OIS PetCh long-t-nnoe oatrols toward C-H!PYQNG-Ni from
its ottrol ýnses

in th

vicinity of MUNNANV-NI 'soujtnwest of w~NJIjU to

find and fix the Chinese forces that had ternoorarii'j disappeared fromn tre
front. CHlPYONG3-N1 was the predictobie outcome of the snarp petrol

k.,

a ct, on et. the TW INTLINNELSS on 29-30 January enO the Pegi ment s near
p.erfect defense of the TWIN TUNNELS

on

1 Februcry, as the Regiment moved

north westwero to the crossroads of CHiPYONG-N1.

The Chinese Communist Forces intervention

The intervention of veteren Chinese Communist "volurteer.S, 4 including
some 300,000 infaentry of the 4th Field Army

5

infli~cted a series of

reverses of tectical, operational end strategic significance on United

Nctiono1 Forces in November and Decembpr 1950 that shockePd, embarrassed
end dismayed the free world More critically, the intervention wNidened the
war. The fresh Chinese fot ces, together w'Attn some 65,000 refitted North
06

Korean troops, 6executed a maessive embush on tne epproecnstoheYU
Piver in nortnern North Koren that nchieved near total ticticel surprise

and isolated divisions and regiments for defeat in ýetail
-

Tne Far East

Commands change of fortune signalled, if not a new wer, a new phase in
•ts five month old police action.
By mrid-January 1951, the United Nations Forces had stabilized a line
south of SEOUL and the HAN River, generally along the 37th Partllel and
descriced by a line running from PYONGTAEK - WONJU - KANGNUNG. 7 Forces
were deployed, from west to east I Corps (US), IX Corps (US), X Corps (US),
III Corps (ROK) and I Corps (ROK).

The Communist Forces did not follow

south of the HAN River in any appreciable numbers, clearly to allow an
unsophisticated sustainment system time to catcn up to its forward
elements and to allow the combat elements an opportunity to consolidate
their gains and reorganize their scattered units. Only along the Central
Korean Front forward of III Corps (ROK) on the approaches to WONJU was
there any immediate threat. The break in the action took the pressure off
arnd allowed the United Nations Forces to rest, rearm and refit, to
integrate replacements into their ranks, and to regain their confidence ana
spirit

6

idgway Takes Command

As if the currents that swept the United Nations Forces out of North Korea
were not unsettling enough, Lieutenant General Walton H. Walker,
Commanding Genernl, Eighth United States Army, was killed in a jeep
accident on 23 December 1950, as the United Nations Forces were
attempting to counter the Communist New Years Offensive that ultimately
took SEOIJL. Lieutenant General Matthew B. Ridgway was notified the some
day by the Army Chief of Staff, General J Lawton Collins., of Welkers
death, of his appointment to fill the office and of the requirement to
derart immediately for Korea. 9 Ridgway met with General Douglas
MacArtnur in his TOKYO headquarters on 26 December to receive guidance
on the prosecution of the war end recalled that the "talk was detailed,
specific, frank, and for-ranging. 10 Ridgway recalled further that he was
to hold "in the most advanced positions in which you can maintain
"yourself.'1 SEOUL was to be held as long as possible for its psychological
and political significance, but holding the city was already beyond the
means at hand." 12 MacArthur stated that "Amilitary success will

7
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strengthen our diplomacy."'13 MacArthur went further to provide his own

analysis and interpretation of the Chinese tactical strengths,
characteristics and capabilities and admonished Pidgway "not to
underestimate the Chinese''14 MacArthur's goal was simply "inflictingaa
broadening defeat making possible the retention and security of South
SKorea.

fMacArtnur's closing was to the point- "Form your own opinions;

use your own judgment. I wilt support you. You have my complete
confidence"16 After a few questions to clmrify some details, Ridgway
asked, "If I find the situation to my liking, would you have any objections
to my attackinQo''17 "The Eighth Army is yours, Matt. Do what you think
best."' 8
General Ridgway recalled the he was determined to go over to the
offensive as soon as the Eighth Army could be readied.19 He set about
mnaking his own assessment of the conditions in and affecting his command

and establishing, top down, a renewed sense of pride, confidence and a
readiness to go back into the fight. Among specific actions ordered, all

elements were directed to initiate an aggressive program of patrolling to
regain lost conw. .ct with the Communists, to letermine enemy dispositions

4
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and capabilities and to reintroduce tr i.xperience and expectation of
winning in offensive combat. Pidgway visited all his malor and principal

Ssubordinate

commanders, assessing conditions, explaining his intent for

the conduct of future operations and stressing basic combat fundamentals

Sthat
'%,e

had not always been practiced theretofore, and that were basic to
wresting the initiative away from the enemy. He preached "Find them' Fix
them' Fight them' [Follow them!I Finish them!",20 in essence, the
Commanding General was about to undertake a series of reconnaissances in
force and limited objective attacks across the Eighth Army front,
carefully maneuvering under the cover of supporting fires on dominating

terrain, attacking and consolidating when combat power ratios were

~4%
favorable, achieving mutual support between adjacent units and, most
critically, taking the fight to the enemy under conditions that virtually
guaranteed success In each passage of arms

el

I

CHAPTERII

THE BACKGROUND SITUATION

The Enemy.
During the month of January 1951, the Communists renewed their
offensive, concentrating the bulk of their energies on the X Corps (US) - III
Corps (ROK) sectors The concentration on the Central Korean Front may
have been influenced by the fact that the X Corps (US) was the last US
corps to establish itself orn line and that the Central Korean Front
presented a sensitive seam or boundary between US and ROK forces. A
penetration of the front would isolate the III Corps (ROK) from US support,
would disrupt communications to a significant depth and would probably
force a general withdrawal of XCorps (US).
A two-corps coordinated attack was launched against WONJU on 7
January 195 1 The V Corps (NK), composed of the 6th, 7th, 12th, 38th and

iO

4.

43rd NK Divisions, attacked south along the line HONGCHON

-

HOENGSONG -

WONJU to seize WONU and to effect a oenetration of the UN front. The I'
Corps (NK), composed of the 2nd, 9th, lOth, 27th and 31st NK Divisions,
infiltrated its 2nd and 10th Divisions through ROK lines to cut the x Corps
(US) main supply route (MSR), to isolate WONJU and to support the attaCk
of the V Corps (NK)

21

For the first time, attacking formations met forces

that would not withdraw when pressured by numerically superior forces or
when by-passed by sizeable elements and would strike aggressively every
time a target was presented.2 2 In a series of engagements loosely called
the First and Second Battles of WONJU by the participants231 the 23rd
Infantry Regiment, 2nd US Infantry Division, checked and then repulsed the
attacking V Corps (NK), inflicting heavy casualties that resulted in two of
the attacking divisions being deactivated and the survivors being absorbed
into the remaining formations.24 The V Corps (NK) withdrew on 17 January
to the vicinity of HOENGSONG ard established itself in a series of
positions laid out in a large arc above the city. The infiltrated II Corps
(nK) elements were destroyed in sharp fights that raged in the rear ,reas
Survivors either slipped back to the north or broke into guerilla bands to

t'I

operate in and around TAEGU.-5
Pemrarv.bly, -Known !rCF activity in XCorps sector curing j-anuary was
minor.' 26 it 1s tff!~cult to determine if the Chinese were not.. in fact, in X
Corps sector or if they had successfully avoided discovery The first
mention of the Chinese occurred in the thira week of January; an estimated
two regiments were located in the vicinity of YOJU on the Corps west
boundary and an unknown size force was believed to be in the vicinity of
HOENGSONG.2 7 For some reason, the Chinese were avoiding contact and/or
discovery. The X Corps (US) did know that Chinese forces in the vicinity of
SEOUL were positioned such that they could strike Zhe Corps alng its left
or west boundary and that a sizeable Chinese force believed to be in the
vicinity of CHUNCHON could attack down the same axis that the V Corps
(NK) had just tried. The XCorps (US) reported "there was no indication ...
that the Chinese were yet ready to launch another large scale offensive
.,28 The intelligence community was not producing much in the way of
timely, detailed or accurate order of battle information for the committed
forces.
The X Corps (US) does note that Januaryi 195 1 w!s something of a
e'
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tcti,•cl erand operational watershed. for the January offensive on the

Central Korean Front was a North Korean Army operation Thereafter the

Iv

Chinese wou~d constitute the dominant and controfling hostile threat on
29
the battlefield

The 23rd infantry Regiment

The 23rd Infantry Regiment, 2nd US Infantry Division, that settled into
a blocking position in the vicinity of MOKYE-DONG in mid-January 1951
was a tired, tried and mature organization that had played a major role in
all operations since its deployment into the PUSAN Perimeter from Fort

U

Lewis in August 1950.
Upon arriving in country, the 2d US Infantry Division relievd 'he 24th
us Infantry Division on the western face of the PUSAN Perimeter aiong the
line of the NAKTONG River. The baptism of fire was the successful
defense of the NAKTONG Line that raged during the period 6-26 August 30
The North Koreans forced several shallow bridgeheads across the river
that were contained and then eliminated by the end of August The North.

V

-IS

WI

toreans staged a series of poorly coordinated general attacks

ll around

the perimeter during the period 27 August-t0 September- in a last gacp
attempt to reach PUSAN and destroy the UN Forces Though penetrations
occurred in the 2d US infantry Division sector, all were contained and
eliminated by miod-September
The 2d US Infantry Division conducted supporting attacks to the west
and west-northwest of its sector to cover the left flank of the I Corps
(US) that effected link-up in the vicinity of OSAN with the forces that
landed at INCHON on 15 September. After reaching CHONJU near the west
coast, the Division attacked to the north along the coast, joining the
general exploitation and pursuit undertaken by Eighth Army after the
liberation of SEOUL
By 24 November 1950, the Divsion, part of the IXCorps (US), was strung
out along the CHONGCHON River in northwestern North Korea preparing to
Y-'

continue the attack to the YALU River to destroy the North Korean Army
The entire Eighth Army, particularly the IXCorps (US), was rushing
forward to attack, believing that the remaining enemy was disorganized
and incapable of offering a coordinated or effective defense. The

14
P.6

Ii
attacK~ing formations were advancing on the few narrow and
compartmentalized avenues of approach that caused regiments, divisions

.

and corps to function in near isolation from adjacent formations The
ZI

dispositions were not those of an army expecting imminent contact with a
fresh, numerically superior enemy. The rugged terrain and the UN Forces'
dependence on the limited, primitive road net contributed in equal measure
to the conditions that set up defeat at the hands of the Chinese. On the
Regiment's first night on the CHONGCHON River, 25 November, massive
Chinese attacks struck units to its east, sweeping away three ROK
divisions of the 11 Corps (ROK) and threatening IXCorps (US) with
envelopment.3 2 The 23rd Infantry Regiment's sister regiments were forced
to withdraw back through its lines.33 By the end of the second day of
heavy fighting, the gravity of the situation facing the entire Eighth Army
seems to have been appreciated, and IXCorps (US) ordered a withdrawal
The 23rd Infantry Regiment was designated the rear guard for the Corps 3
General Paul L. Freeman, Jr., then a colonel commanding the Regiment,
recalls that
known'

35

his

regiment executed "as fine an operation as I have ever

despite tne inherent difficulties of executing a withdrawal under
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heavy pressure, compounded by severe winter w•arner and mountainous
*

terrain. The fact is.. tne Pegiment held in good order at KUNI-R! inti, 811
elements of IXCorps (US) had passed rearward. Finally ordered to
withdraw., the Regiment expended all of its artillery ammunition in a "mad
minute" that rocked back the Chinese long enough for the Regiment to
break contact and slip away Colonel Freeman brought the Regiment out on
the adlacent (west) 25th US Infantry Division's withdrawal route and
avoided the "Gauntlet" (KUNI-RI to SUNCHON road) that has been chronicled
by Brigadier General S. L. A. Marshall. Whatever the debate over the
circumstances of the deision not to follow the rest of the 2nd US Infantry
Division, the decision was correct The Regiment came out in good order,
intact, still combat effective, and in possession of its equipment and
weapons.36
Having broken contact, the 2nd US Infantry Divis'on was moved back
through PYONGYANG to the vicinity of SEOUL to reconstitute itself. The
23rd infantry Regiment, as the only regiment "being still combat wortny,
was used to patrol in the vicinity of SEOUL and to cover the assembly
positions (are•s," for other Eighth Army elements.37 A significant addition
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French 5attellon on 21 December The French Battalion was France s

contribution to the UN commitment to the defense of the ROK and would be

habstually associated with the Regiment for the rest of the war.e
The 2rd US infantry Division was moved to the Central Korean Front and
took up positions to cover WONJU on or about 24 December39 to counter a

serious, rapidly developing threat to the Eighth Army's right rear

40

A

renewed Communist general offensive was expected to coincide with the
advent of the New Year, which in fact, was launched 31 December on the

Central Korean Front against Ill Corps (ROK)

Delaying his plans for a

resumption of offensive operations, Lieutenant General Ridgway

withdrew his forces to defensible terrain south of SEOUL on 4 January
1951, generally along the line PYONGTAEk

-

WONJU -KANGNUNG 41 The X

Corps (US) that had been withdrawn by sea from the west coast of North

I

Korea in December 1950 and debarked at PUSAN was rushed northward to
take positions in the gap between IXCorps (US) and ii Corps (ROK)

Except
I

for the Central Korean Front, tne situation was quickly stabilized; and the
enemy offered "little or no follow-up."
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On the Central Korean Front,

1I

17
*
**

*

*

%*

~**

I

elements of i', Corps (ROK) were broken nfter naro !inrtinq and withdrsw
through WONJU, exposing the right flank of X Corps (US).
"To support the pressed Iii Corps (ROK), on New Years Day 195!. the
23rd Infantry Regiment attacked north from blocking positions in the
vclnillty of CHUNJU (approximately 10- 12 miles south of WONJU) through
WONJIJ and HOENGSONG toward HONGCHON to relieve pressure on and free
five ROK divisions cut off north of HOENGSONG. 43 From blocking
positions on the north side of WONJU taken up after the attack toward
HONGOHON had achieved its purpose, the Division absorbed and repulsed
strong Communist attacks against the city. A precipitious withdrawal by
ROK forces on the Division s right flank created another crisis and forced a
withdrawal on 7 january to defensible terrain some five kilometers south
of WONJU that would protect the Division's MSR and frustrate envelopment
from the east 44 On

a January,

the X Corps (US) ordered WONJU retaken 45

In three days of bitter fighting, often hand-to-hand, in a driving wet snow
in temp?ratures that dropped as low as -30 degrees Fahrenheit, the 23rd
Infantry Regiment fought its way back to the southern outskirts of the
clty 46 and stabilized the Corps line 47 Disappointingly, yet another

wtndrrw.el from WONJU w.s ordered ýec,.ise of reverses to tne east

In

15 ._!nunarij. tne Regiment was put into division reserve and ordered to
Iccupi, an assembly erea hblocking position] in the vicinity of MOKYE-DONG
.

4
some 8-l0 miles south of WONJU

Enroute to MOOKE-DONG on 15 January, Colornl Freeman was met Du the
Assistant Division Commander, Brigadier General George C. Stewart,
beside the road, greeted with small talk, and given 0 change of orders.
"4ou are assiQned responsibility for this sector [south of MICHON-NI,
extending from the IE:t side of the WONJU - CHUNGJIN [sic] road, west to
the HAN River,4 9 to the west of the road and over to tne HAN River. You
will hold it with two battalions, the other two [French and Second
Battalions] will continue on to Division Reserve in accordance with
original instructions "50
The 1st and 3ra Battalions set about establishing defensive positions,
rcfitting and conducting some training for replecernents .

After one

days rest in reserve, the French Battalion was directed to conduct
long-range pitrols to the Divisions front, and the 2nd Battalion was
Oetacned to the 9tn Infantry Regiment to help reduce a threat to the east

r

The French Battailon est•el•sned an advenced

in tne vicinity of CHECHOCN

patrol base in the vic!nitiy of MIJNMANG-N! on t6 January with one
comoanu, the remainder of the oattalion was returned to regimental
2
control and took up positions on the right of the regimental line." The 2nd

"

Battalion was returneo to regimental control and directea to relieve the
company on the patrol base at MUNMANG-Ni on 25 January. 53 Enemy
resistance! presence was light to nil to the Regiments front, though daily
long-range patrols, some motorized, ranged out miles to reestablish
54

contact
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CHAPTER III

THE BATTLE OF TWIN TUNNEL

Prelude to Battle

The TWINNTUNNELS is an area some five miles south and east of
CHIPYONG-NI and about a mile to the northwest of the village of SINCHON
on the meain rail line between SEOUL

-

CHIPYONG-NI

-

WONJU. It was so

V.I

named because the line passes through two hi11 mosses and two nearly
identlcal tunnels, end to end, east - west. The road that serves the area
le

crosses the tracks midway between the tunnels as it meanders on a
northwest -southeast axis. From the small -.:alley between the tunnels,
"On the west side the ridge rose toward the south to the hill mass of
which Hill 453 was a part, the ridge on the. east Side of the road sloped
*,northto Hill 333 Between these two ri

oswerE a stream, terraced ruCe

A',

paddies, and scattered Lombardu poplars, all typical of the Korean

21

landscape .55
General Ridgways preoccupation with and commitment to an early
resumption of offensive operations was well understood in the Eighth
Army, The X Corps (US) Operations Instruction Number 82, published 27
January 1951, among other things, directed the 2nd US Infantry Division
"to intensify patrolling in the Eastern portion of assigned area to 12 miles

north of present MLR [main line of resistance].- 56 General Freeman
recalls that we were at MOKYE-DONG for a few days ... then began an
intensive period of patrolling. 57
Concurrent with the return of 2nd Battalion to Regimental control and
its occupetior of the patrol base at MUNMANG-NI, the Regiment was given
the mission of patrolling "the road leading west from WONJU to the East
bank of the HAN River." 58 This particular axis is the approach into the Y
Corps (US) sector from the SEOUL area to the northwest. Though sorl.act
with the enemy was lost or only incompletely maintained after the threat
to WONJU was reduced, concern about the unidentified Chinese formations
believed to be in the YOJU area and positioned around SEOUL had to be
addressed

The X Corps (US) main effort was sti1l oriented to the north

22
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(WONJU - HOENGSONG - HONGCHON
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CHUNCHON); however, the vulnerable

left flank/boundary was not slighted. The 23rd Infantry Regiment was
given the "particular requirement ... location of the Chinese Forty-Second
Army.""

To adapt the tactical scheme of maneuver to the intensified

patrol operations, Ist Battalion established a patrol base at IHO-RI, on the
east bank of the HAN River in sector, and the French Battalion opened a

Upatrol

base north of MUNMANG-NI. 60

The Enemy Is Found

On 28 January, Ist Sattalion sent a mounted patrol, in complIance with
a XCorps (US) order, to the area of the TWIN TUNNELS where Chinese

forces were believed to be 6 1 The patrol objective lay some 20 air miles
frrmrn the closest friendly element and was 40 road miles from the

Regiment, 6 2 The TWIN TUNNELS area is about 5 miles south and east of the

communications hub of CHIPYONG-NI

The Corps order d,.rected that

elements of the 24th US Infantry Divislon would participate in the patrol;

-,

A

';N-..

K,

...

however, late receipt of the order, unfordability of tne HAN River, tnd an
absence of bridging for even light vYhicles precluded participation by the
24th US Infantry Division. The Regiment's patrol, covered by a light
observation aircraft, proceeded on alone to the objective. "To the surprise
of higher headquarters IX Corps (US)] the patrol which had conducted its
mission with great skill and thoroughness returned late in the day with no
enemy contact", 6 3 but i t had seen the enemy in the distance,64 moving away
to ovoid contact or observation. The X Corps (US) ordered a second patrol
the following day, 29 January, to return to the TWIN TUNNELS area to
contact the enemy, but to avoid combat with any larger force. 65 The
timely receipt of the patrol order allowed the necessary coordination for
the augmentation by soldiers from the 24th Us Infantry Division, though
Regiment would have to provide all transportation. The details of the
events and circumstances of the second patrol are recorded in Gugeler's
classic account of small unit actions in Korea, Combat Actions in Korea:
Infant y, Artillery, Armor.6 6 The mounted patrol of 44 officers and men
deported the 1st Battalion base at 0900 hours, 29 January, rendezvoused
with 15 soldiers of the 2 ist Infantry Pegiment that had crossed the ice of
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the HAN River at IHO-RI and proceeded to the patrol obiective area some
15 miles away. 67 Again, an observation aircraft flew aerial cover, but

was initially hampered by the morning fog and ground haze characteristic
of that area. The temperature hovered just above zero degrees Fahrenheit
as tne patrol started out. Though contact with the enemy had not
suggested an imminent threat of any proportion, the patrol went prepared.
In addition to the individual rifles and carbines, the patrol had eight
Browning Automatic Rifles, one 75mm recoilless rifle, one 57mm
recoilless rifle, one 3.5" rocket launcher, one 60mm mortar, two caliber
50 machine guns and four caliber.30 machine guns.68
As the patrol approached the objective area and drew abreast of Hiii
453 on its left, the dominant terrain in the area, Captain Melvin R. Stai,
the Assistant battalion Operations Officer, who was accompanying the
patrol to ease coordination with the 2 !st Infantry Regiment elements,
offered to proceed alone to SINCHON to check out the area and to speed
thir j5 L., to get the patrol back on its schedule.69 Captain Stai and his
driver were never heard from ngain. c At about 1-300 hours, týe screening
aircraft observed "suspicious signs and movement in the objective area,"
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out could not make co tect with the aitrol oecause Stai nad tne

compatible radio.71 Thq patrol continued on to the vicinity of the tracks
between the tunnels and dismounted to reconnoiter the tunnels and the
adjacent high ground. In rapid succession, the patrol saw and took under
fire 15-20 enemy soldiers who were evading to the north (Hill 333), the
aerial observer saw the evading soldiers and an enemy company on Hill
453, and the Patrol was taken under fire by mortars, automatic weapons
and small arms. 72 The aerial observer tried again unsuccessfully to warn
off the patrol. The enemy on Hill 453 rushed down to the road, closing off
the patrols escape. With escape denied, the patrol leader, Lieutenant
James P. Mitchell, ordered his men to take up defensive positions on the
ridge over the eastern Iunnel. 73 The patrol won a foot race with the enemy
for possession of the high ground and drew into a tight perimeter to make
a stand. The patrol had to leave many of its heavy weapons and some of its
ammunition on the vehicles when it moved to the high ground

It lost 12

men in getting into the perimeter.' 4 Through the afternoon and evening,

I

the patrol repulsed assaults from all sides by at least two companies of
enemy soldiers 755 The Regimental Command Report for January 1951
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estimated the enemy force to be two battalions, effectiveiy placing a
regiment in the TWIN TUNNELS area.76 The aerial observer stayed on
station and coordinated a'r strikes to support the encircled patrol. An
attempt was made to drop ammunition and medical supplies to the patrol
77
from an observation aircraft- small amounts were recovered.

As soon as

the report of the ambush was received at Regiment, approximately 1300
hours, a rescue was organized around Captain Stanley C. Tyrrell and his
Company F, reinforced with heavy weapons from Company H. The rescue
patrol arrived in the vicinity of Hill 453 at dusk, approximately 1730
78
hours, and went to work
After clearing Hill 453, the linchpin in the enemy positions in the area,
7 9 Company F was to fight through an
Company F attacked to effect link-up.

estimated two battalions before effecting link-up and relief of the
beleaguered patrol. 8 0 At about midnight, the enemy had had enough and
withdrew, and evacuation of the survivors of the ambushed patrol began.1
The patrols reached the Regiment at MUNMANG-NI at daybreak, 30
8
Januaryý, "to find the regiment on the move.i 2 Unit records and Guegler

both refer to the enemy force as Chinese, though the basis of that

27

determination can only be presumed Enemy casuaities were unknown, but
it is believed that "the enemy paytedi dearly for his ambush''e• Of the 48
soldiers wno made it to the perimeter over the eastern tunnel, "thirty-odd"
were wounded. 8 4
At mid-day, 29 January, while the patrol actiorn raged at the TWIN
TUNNELS, Regiment was ordered forward to take up defensive positions on
the line, YOJU - MUNMANG-NI, by 301800 January to block an anticipated
ettack down the HAN River Corridor.85 The laborious movement down off
snowy mountains and out of prepared positions that began straight-away
was interrupted later in the evening by a change of orders that sought to
capitalize on the opportunity presented by a confirmed enemy presence at
the TWIN TUNNELS The Regiment was to move on 31 January with two
bettalions to the TWIN TUNNELS area "to find and destroy the enemy there
and to occupy the high ground."8 6
f'4f

The Battle

The 3rd and French Battalions were safely diverted into an essembly
area in the vicinity of CHONGAM-NI, a village approxmately four miles
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south of the TWIN TUNNELS, late in the afternoon of 30 January after
hurried foot and motor marches. General Freeman recalled that, except for
the leading elements of the advance guard, a premium was on speed of
movement and the niceties of movement control were ignored or
finessed.87 In addition to the two battalions of Infantry, the Regiment
would take its advanced command group, Mortar and Medical Companies, a
platoon of Tank Company that arrived during the night after a forced march
from CHECHON and Battery B, 82nd Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion to the
TW!N TUNNELS

The attached 2nd Reconnaissance Company would provide

route security on the MSR, from the rear of the Regiment back to the
trains. The 37th Field Artillery Battalion H,-) was in direct support,
initially from KORUN-NI

Firit Battalion was in reserve, occupying

defensive positions from KORUN-NI to MUNMANG-NI (command post at

Second Battalion, supported by one artillery battery, was retained under

Division control in the vicinity of MUNMANG-NI

The Regimental Command

Post (Rear) wes at MUNMANG-NI under the Executive Officer; Service
Company (and the trains) were at MOKYE-DOG g8.

I'-1

IIIID

29"
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I
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The operations order for the movement to contact was issued in the
Regimental assembly area during the evening of 30 January
passed uneventfully for all elements

The night

The dayS aerial reconnaissance

found no activity or presence in or around the TWIN TUNNELS. 89
The Regiment fed a pre-dawn hot breakfast in the assembly area before
moving out at 0630 hours, 31 January, to reach the line of departure.

0

The French Battalion led the regimental column to the line of departure
which was crossed at 1000 hours.91 The scheme of maneuver was simple
and straight-forward. the Regiment would advance with battalions
abreast, the French Battalion on the left (west) and the 3rd Battalion on
the right (east); combat vehicles and combat support and combat service
support elements would creep forward on the road as the Infantry secured
the flanks 9 2 The Regiment had taken th2 full measure of the enemy and
understood full well that control of the dominating ridges and hill masses

S

was critical to the security of the force and that the enemy was a master
of concealment, avoiding contact or discovery until he was ready to
initiate contact
.q

The commander's concept was solid

battalion would move through a succession of intermediate objectives that

7r

;'I

each Infantry

coincided with the key or dominating terrain on either Slde Of the
KORUN-NI - TWIN TUNNELS - CHIPYONG-Ni road.2'

AS an intermediate

objective was secured, a base of fire was established to cover the
continuation of the march. As expected, the advance was slow and

methodical, compounded by the steep terrain, snowy slopes, heavy loads

and bitter cold. Colonel Freeman had directed that heavy coats and extra
blankets be left with the trains, cold soldiers might be uncomfortable, but

they would be alert and ready to fight 9 4 The soldiers understood the
necessity of carrying all the ammunition and hand grenades that they could
carry; the individual loads were heavy. The combat vehicles on the road in
the valley floor were prepared to provide overwatching/supporting direct
fires in the event of contact. The 37th Field Artillery (-), protected by
Company 6, displaced forward in the early afternoon from KORUN-NI to
event, neither the advancing Infantry nor aerial observation found the

enemy during the march. 95
The French Battalion had the more difficult terrain to negotiate and, dae
lfcto set the pace for tne march. Additionalls, the commander whose /10M

ri-.

Oeguerre wes General Monclar, in fact a Prencn lieutennnt general wno
naIj token P reduction ir rpfnk to lieutenant colonel to accompa!

the

battn!ion to Korea, hd dlifficulty on the march. Monclar, "the most
wounded tne most decorated French officer of World War I [III," had been
wounded 13 times and had a bad leg that plagued him on difficult marches,
thouoh he insisted on marching wth his oattaelon 96 Colonel Freeman was

sensitive to the absolute requirement for mutual support between all
elements and for the significance of Hill 453 to the entire operation 9
The French Battalion had to secure Hill 453 before either 3rd Battalion or
the column could safely move into tne TWIN TUNNELS area proper. The
closure on the objective area was, in essence, a double envelopmentý
supported by a base of fire from Hill 453 and the combat vehicles of the
column, the French Battalion converged from the west, the 3rd Battalion,
from the etst 9 8 Having found no enemy, the Regiment established a tight
perimeter for the night at the TWIN TUNNELS at 1630 hours, 31 Januarys9
During the afternoon, 2nd Batteaion's Company E screened the
Regiment s right flank along the railroad tracks, on the line MLUNMANG-NI ANCFANG-NI - SOKKONG-NI 100 Visual contoct was established

32

periodically during the afternoon with 3rd 5atttlion; after Making contact
with 3rd battalion at

.

8-30 hours, the company returned to its Darent

battalion et MUNMANG-NI.101 First Battalion, less Company B with the
artilleru,,
i

:%,

,'0NCHON, remained in the vicinity of IHO-RI.

02

Though the enemy had not been located, Colonel Freeman was convinced
that they were near.°

The lateness of tre hour increased the concern for

getting the perimeter defense tightly organized as soon as possible.
Preparations were made for continuing the movement to contact the next
da. 104

The perimeter that was centered on the two tunnels was nearly
circular, about one mile in diameter. It was drawn up on high ground that
encircled the Intersection of the road and railroad tracks between the
tunnels The key or dominating terrain incorporated into the perimeter
included Hill 453 on the southwest face, Hill 279 on the west face and
portions of Hill 333 on the northeast face Hill 453 was the critical
terrain in the area and its incorporation into the frontline trace created M
small bulge or salient in the line that ccused the defenders to be
somewhat isolated from the rest of the perimeter. The road that ran
I
."'
'S.'
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5'

nearly north to south through tne perimeter was the boundary between the
two infantry battalions The French Battalion was to the west, tne 3rd
Battalion to the east. Hill 453, slightly outside the neat circle that
generelly described the perimeter, was the dominant terrain in the area
and was essential to the defense. 10 5 The 1st Company, French Battalion,
occumied Hill 453 on the southwest face of the perimeter. Hill 279 on the
western face of the perimeter was occupied by 2nd Company, French
Battalion

The small valley between Hills 453 and 279 would be covered

by fire from those two hills and would be blocked by Support Company,
French Battalion
..

The 3rd Company, French Battalion, occupied positions

from atop the western tunnel to the road where it exited the perimeter on
the northwest. Company L tied into 3rd Companys right flank and was
oriented due north with its own right flank sharply refused to tie into
Company i on the lower slopes of Hill 333. Company K was oriented to the
southeast, responsibig for the rather largp gap between it, position and
the adiacent Ist Company; the responsibility included the road enterin.
the perimeter from the southeast

Tanks and self-propelled guns from

Bettery B established roadblocks on road on either side of the perimeter

.•
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S

The Pegimental Mortar Company was prepared to fire in defense of tne
perimeter or in defense of the artillery position at WONCHON. The
artillery's defensive targets and final orotective fires for the perimeter
were fired, adiusted and recorded.i06 Heavu mortar defensive targets and

final protective fires for the artillery positions were similarly fired,
adiusted, and recorded Positioning of tne artillery and the heavy mortars
was made with a view toward mutual support between the two perimeters
and considerea the minimum effective ranges of the weapons and optimum

ballistics.
Colonel Freeman was confident that the artillery at WONCHON with its
additional support and heavy weapons could take care of itself 107 in
p.

addition to the usual compliment with the artillery , Regiment had
displaced unneeded vehicles back to the artillery positions so the drivers
augmented and reinforced the close-in defenses

... Not too satisfied with the hasty defenses and over-extenoed
position, the force settled down to a night of vigliance prior to a
continuation of the attack .1.0
Shortly after dark settled, Colonel Freeman noted (warming! fires in

•

I-

7~
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the French positions and reluct~ntIQ hel to 'reprimand G
Cnera! Monciar to
get the fires extinguished.' 0 The embarressment and discomfort may
have been exacerbated by the fact that the Assistant Divsision
Commander, Brigadier General Stewart, hod accompanied the Regiment to
experience his first fire fight''10 Unfortunately, the damage was done,
and the French positions were compromised

General Freeman recalled

that the French were more concsrned about the terrible cold than the
enemy.i'I
The Regimental Journal records "NTR" (notling to report) from either
the perimeter or Company B with the artillery for the evening.' 12 Then, at
0450 hours, I February, small arms and mortar fire were reported to the
north at a distance of two miles. 13 Ir fact, the firing was at the
roadblock between 3rd Company end Company L against a M4 tank and a
M19 dual-40 flack gun. At 0453 hours, Company L reported heavy firing
from its frontt

14

and the first of several determined assaults

Supported

by both mortar and artillery fires, Company L repulsed the assaults.
Illumination and pursuing indirect fires and sporatic smell arms fire
forced tne enemy to seek cover."", A lull fell over Company L's front.

36

The two armored vehicles from tne nortnwestern roadblock., ootn
partially disabled and with wounded crewmen, returned to the center of

the perimeter at 0505 hours. 16 The tank commander reported that a "long
column of enemy had marched right up the road to the block, that they had
been fired on by both.

armored vehicles inflicting heavy casualties, that

the enemy had then deployed on each side of the road immediately on being
fired upon and nad attacked the armored vehicles with bazookas (2.36"
rocket launchers) and grenades' 117
The enemy s attack coming some two hours before daylight was
unusual, for ne normally struck in the middle of the night when he would
be less vulnerable to the full weight of supporting fires and air strikes.
The Regimental Command Group concluded: the enemy had sufficient
forces at hand to press his attack after daylight without fear of
suiporting fires, the attack was hurriedly put together from forces
quickly assembled and a vital area or objective was threatened by the
Regiments unexpected appearance at the TWIN TUNNELS "9

In fact,

documents taken from a dead officer and prisoner interrogations later in
the day supported the initial analysis of the situation

*

~37

Later, Regiment

ji
-

%5-

woula learn that it was attacked by ti.e i2.tn Division of the 42nd Army
with approximately 8,000 men that were assembled in the v.cinity of
CHIPYONG-NI to prepare for offensive operations.' 19 The elusive Chinese
had been found. In the course of the day's fight, alI three regiments of the
i25th Division would be engtged--and destroyed. The 375th Regiment was
the force that marched into the roadblock at 0450 hours to start the fight
and would continue to attack the north fact of the perimeter throughout
the day The 374th Regiment marched south along the high ground that led
into the Company L positions and would spend the day attacking from the
east. The 373rd Regiment had come cross-country from the CHiPYONG-NI
area to attack from the west and southwest.120
Strangely, the Chinese assaults launched during the hours of darkness
occurred without the usual and expected whistles, bugles and horns, but
the "field music" accompanyment started at daybreak and would herald
each new assault during the day.1 21
Day broke heavily overcast and gray with low ceilings and limited
visibility 122
the perimeter

Daybreak also brought a continuation of tha attacks around
Until mid to ilate afternoon wnen the issue was finally
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resolved, action would be continuous with no s-gnificant lulls in the action

enywhere

Additionally, artillery and mortar fires would become a normal

and expected part of the din of the battlefield. The volume and intensity
of supporting fires

is

difficult to imagine and impossible to explain.

At 0520 hours, Company L was again under heavy attack,Q2 3 but was
dealing wlth the problem.
The seriousness of the developing contact was appreciated at Division,
and Regiment was advised around 0600 hours that it had priority for air
support when conditions improved and that air support would be on station
24

]

as soon as possible.1

The tempo of battle dramatically peaked at 0605 hours, Com .-,iy L
reported that it was now being hit with "banzai" attacks, accompanied by
bugles and "noise;" and Ist Company reported heavy attacks that would
continue unabated for the next three hours or so against Hill 453125

p12

The

attacks against Hill 453 were initially developed on a ndrrow front and

1

generated considerable mass.' 26 These attacks were supported by mortar
fires that were not particularly effective,) 2 7 but that would fall on the
perimeter through the day

It was learned later that few mortar rounds
3.

'I•

39A•

were brrygaht forward by the enemy, Colonel Freeman believed that the
enemy was fully conrfdent that his numbers and small arms alone could
carry the day 129
Supporting ortillery and mortars took a terrific toll of the enemy1 2 9
and were instrumental in the successfui defense of the TWIN TUNNELS.
Additionaily, the armored vehicles of the platoon of Tank Company tnd of
Battery 8 were able to engage the enemy in the intervals between
compranies and within some friendly positions through the day.
Company L was still hard pressed at 0620 hours and offered an updated
situation report citing more "banzai" attacks supported by small arms,
automatic weapons end mortar fires. 130 The company, though stressed,
was holding.
At 0800 hours, the attack on Company L 1 pped over onto Company !13,
The contact was reported as heavy. Colonel Freeman recalled that the
attacks were launched from Hill 333, a key terrain feature that afforded
the enemy superior position on the ground, but thtt %.'as never full",
exploited 132
Company

The assaults continued to .phsh up the steepest slopes in the

sector and cost the enemy heavily

40

Botn companies repulsed

wave after wave of Chinese.

companies

was

33

The 400 - 500 yard gao between the

benin given considerable attention by the enemy and would

create problems for the defense later in the day
At the same time, Company Kgot its first heavy attack, but was able to
repulse it with no particular difficulty. Through the day, Company K would
not be as eattered as some of the other companies, Out wouid get "the bulk

of the enemy's mortar fire" 134
At 0815 hours, Regiment was advised that Company I was losing ground
on its left flank.'

35

At 0815 hours, Colonel Freeman ordered I st Battalion to move to the
perimeter. He also directed 3rd Battalion to try to restore its lines, for
fires from Chinese in the gap between Companies I and L were falling
inside the perimeter The situation on Hill 453 was reported "easing
*

off..'

36

Division released 2nd Battalion and its direct support artillery battery
to Pegimental control at 0845 hours and was ordered to move soonest to
1st Battalion's position at IHO-RI137 Second Battalion put Company E (I)
on the road almost immediately, however, the remainder of the Battalion

41

gr

and Headquarters Company (Regimental Rear) would nave to shuttle by
truck and would n.c. •Iose IHO-RI before aarkness 13.
At 0855 hours, the Regimental Rear Command Post attempted the first
of several ground immuniton resupply m.sslons.139 The only ground
resupply mission that made it to the perimeter closed at 1100 hours and
consisted of four trucks of ammunition. '40
At 0900 hours, 3rd Battalion reported that the situation at Companies I
and L was critical and that any help possible was needed 141 Little was
available.
The enemy did not entirely depart from his familiar patterns, for an
enveloping force of undetermined size had worked south of the perimeter.
Company 6 cleared out a roadblock discovered just north of the artillery
positions at WONCHON and reported that enemy were on the ridges above
the artillery positions. The company was ordered back to the artillery
positions to be ready to defend the guns. At 0915 hours, Company B was in
contact at the artillery positions "42 Additionally, firing was heard to the
south of the perimeter, leading to a presumption that a second roadblock
might be in place and the MSR might be cut

42

In fact, tne road had been

',.

interdicted, for vehicles trying to go to tne rear were fired on and turned
back at 1003 hours

143

A crisis was developnng in the French Battalions sector At 0930
hours, !st Company was engaged in hand-to-hand combat on Hill 453.144
Ammunition was starting to run low ana casualties were mounting after
almost three hours of steady fighting. 4 5 Colonel Freeman recalled that as
"'pm

the positions on Hill 453 were becoming untenable, the 1st Comoany
counterattacked at 1020 hours with the bayonet'.

46

The French showed a

flnir anti wsri t thlat are the stuff of melodrama, except that it was real
The French Battalion included many Foreign Legionaires in its ranks, and
tne Legion traditions and customs were internalized The troopers
discarded their helmets and fought bareheaded or in Legion A'epis the
officers tied red scarves around their heads and led bayonet assaults
shouting "Camerone," the Legion battlecry

147

The shock of the bayonet

assault tipped the scale in favor of !st Company, for the issue on Hill 453
was never again seriously in doubt By about 1130 hours, the 1st Company
had restored its positions with a bitter hand-to-hand counterattack

148

Though Ist Company would be engaged for the rest of the day, the crisis on

43.._,
IL

Hill 453 was over oy noon. The 373rd Regiment would shift !ts efforts
elsewhere

The enemy established two company size roadblocks south of the
perimeter, one Detween Ist Battalion and the artillery and one between
the artillery and the perimeter. The armored patrols of the 2nd
Reconnaissance Company located both sometime about daybrEak.

9

The

I st Battalion would deal with both as it moved up to join the Regiment at
the TWIN TUNNELS
As the Ist Company's fight was reaching its climax on Hill 453,
Company L reported at 1023 hours that it was having to give ground.
Though the line was stretching, it never completely broke; and local
counterattacks restored the position at 1200 hours 150 Pressure remained
heavy on Company L, however.
Colonel Freeman recalled "with our inab1iity to employ air, and our
rapidly diminishing ammunition as a result of the tremendous fire required
to stop (his) human sea attacks, (he] almost succeeded

'5

The neavy

volume .of fire that was maintained was almost continuous around the
perimeter
,Ile

44
S.'"

P_,

Having falled to break Ist Company on Hill 453, tne enemy snifteo nis
attacks late in the morning to the valley Detween 1St and 2nd Companies
and against the positions of 3rd Company on Hill 279 Support Comroanus

ke

blocking position in the small valley between Ist and 2nd Companies keot
the waves of attacking Chinese from breaking into the perimeter, but took

I

exceptionally heavy casualties, including the company commander, in so
doing. 2 The arrival of the rest of Tank Company with nine M4 tanks in
i

the late morning and the subsequent posting of one platoon with Support
53
Company finally determined the issue.i

The 3rd Company came under heavy attack about 1030 nours and was
briefly driven off its positions but successfully counterattacked at 1205

I'

hours to restore its line.154 Company Ls left flank was left dangerously
exposed for a time

During the brief time that the enemy occupied 3rd

Companys positions, he placed heavy macninegun fire on Company L. the

I

Regimental command post and the aid station and the vehicle pnrk.155 In
fact, several counterattacks were necessaru to restore tne 3rd Comonny
position. At this time, the entire perimeter was neaelly engaged and
neither reinforcement nor a shift in forces was poszibi•e'-

.

Every
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avaiiole man had already been committed to the line.
The noon hour brought no rest nor refreshment, but it is possible now to
see that the momentum of battle was slowly starting to shift in favor of
the Regiment

rI

All counterattacks had been successful and the line was

holding, reinforcing tfnkS had made it into tne perimeter and had come on
line and the sk'es were stort.ng to clear Regiment was advised at 1220

nours that its first of two emergency aerial resupply missions with
ammunition, radio batteries, gasoline, water and medica! supplies was
scheduled for 1430 hours157

The first airdrop was to go in near SINCHON

in Company K's sector, the second near !st Company Additionally, the first
three of some 80 sorties ' 58 of close air support to be flown in support of
the perimeter reported on stotion at 1338 hours end were vectored to
support Company 1.159
At 1300 hours, Regiment called the reor to send as many litters,
blankets and ambulances forward as could be gathered to deal with the
mounting casualties.'

60

The furious attacks continued against the French Battalion, ana 2nd
Company was pusned off its positions at 1400 hours

J'

46

Within

I.

approximately an nours time, local counterattacks pushed home with the
Dayonet, suDported by heavy direct fires from tanks, flrCK ouns of Batteru

B and air strikes. reamined the lost positions

16 1

Characteristically, the

I

fignting was at very close range and neither asked for nor gave quarter.
By 1400 hours, 1st Battalion (-) had assembled its scattered elements
and wns on the road to loin tne Regiment. Companies A and C began a foot
march immediately following the order to join the perimeter at 0830
hours and closed ,t 1515 hours to reinforce the defense.0

2

Second Battalion, with its supporting artillery battery, began to move
at 1430 hours to occupy Ist Battalions vacated positions at !HO-RIt 63 and
was expected to close at 1900 hours '64
The actual cri•is .t TWIN TUNNELS occurred sometime between 1400

hours and '500 hours. The centers of both battalions were in imminent
bdanger of Oreking, casualties were heavy end growing, ammunition was
d.ngerously low, the enemy was able to Qlace direct fire inside the
perimeter, no reserves remained to commit to the firing line, end further
shiftng of forces was out of the cuest!on 6

An inner perimeter had been

designated over the eastern tunnel, though it would Lbe simply an area for a
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!n raoia succession. tne A.,-riva! of close air supoort. re.nforcinng

Infantri ind continued success in mountnQ. local counterattacks finally
hrrOKe the Chinese
bigy

I700

hours, wvth sooratic firing still going on around the perimeter,

the enemu was clearly tryrg to break contact and get away Air strikes

were punishing any enemy formations that were seen. Artillery, adjusted
bu aerial ujoservers, was pursuing the enemy Tanks and flak guns moved
out of the perimeter to add theirfires to the pursuit by fire

infantry

pitrols swept the areas in and around the defensive positir_-s to deal with

Etraggers The French were occupled until 1600 hours in clearing the
1
'.alley between 1st and 2nd Companies.

67

in the last hour of daylight and first few hours of the evening, the
Regiment consolidated its positions and set about reorganizing the
def'ense Casualties were collected, treated ond evacuated to the rear at
YOJIJ. Supplies from the airdrops werr collected and distrViuted.
The Ist rEttilion (-) closed the perimeter at 1630 hours, having
cleared the MI.P

enroiute

Company E (+) closed at 1900 hours, with the
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rest of 2na Battalion expected

detachned artillery..

y 1)200,nours the fowing mornring. The

-

battery was returned to its parent oattallon's.

A resumption of the furious attacks was expected during the night of

1-2 Februry, so the Regiment made every possible preparation to repel an.
attack. Strangely, the enemy again did the unexpected and neither
attacked nor maintained contact.'6

9

S

The night passed quietly, if not

restfully. Only one entry in the 53 Journal suggests an anticlimactic bit
of excitement: at 2030 hours, 10 rounds of artil'ery fire fell in Company
L's position. The matter was passed to the artillery for counterbattery

',,.

flire. 1"70
The Regiment spent 2 February consolidating, refitting and patrolling.
"%.4

There was light patrol action on the approaches to CHIPYONG-NI, however,
the day was quet.
The 125th Chinese Division hid been destroyed. 'n addition to an actual
count of 1300 enemy dead immediately to the front of the perimeter (600
in front of 3rd Battalion, 300 on Hill 453 and 400 in front of the rest of
S

the French Battalion), an estimated additional 3600 casualties were
evacuated by the withdrawing enemy or wer¶ never located '71
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Regiment suffered 225 cesualties, wounded ana Ville,

General

Freeman recalls that 3eneral Rdgway flew out tO the TWIN TU,NNELS orft z
February, perh'ps a Oit doubtful of the reports passed from Regiment to
General Ridgway left a believer173

higher headquarters

On 3 Februaryj, the Regiment, fully assembled again and refitted, was
ordered to continue its movement to contact in the direction of
CHIPYONG-NI "to dominate the road center of CH!PYONG-NI and occupy the
high ground in the vicinity so as to protect the right flank of the IXCorps
and establish the western anchor of a X Corps line of departure for the
offensive.'i 77
At CHIPYONG-Ni, the 23rd Infantry Regiment would meet five divisions
of the 42nd Army under conditions nearly identical to those at the TWIN
TUNNELS The Regiment would deal the Chinese Communist Forces their
first decisive operational defeat at CHIPYONG-NI lust Ms it had dealt the
Chinese their first decisive tactical defeat at the TWIN TUNNELS.
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CONC LUS ION

I

I

The single, timeless truth t~hat emerges from the study of any

engagement or bottle. is that men, not systems, wins or loses the action
Systems, including doctrine, force structure, organization, and so forth,
properly contribute to and support min's endeovors, but are not
511

should not, be

p.............

--

a-nd

tne end

The cormmend reports of ell echelons concerned with the TWINTU

EL

and CHIPYONG-NI1 hove examined and eddressem, the specific and particular
I
-

e sigetm#es

a

emege
-th

-~.

fro

the stdyo

an

lessons learned or relearned. To restate the obvious-- that a successful
Qerimnet~r defense depends on a comprehensiye olen for the mutuel support

*

by and between all elements and supporting fires or that the skillful uisp,

'

(

of terrain tffords a posit~ional adve1ntaOe-- seerns tr~viali, t.houah
absolutely true
LeaderShip must be tactically and technicefly proficient, but
succý-ssful combat commonders all seem to share other characteristics
that include the ability to oadpt to prevailing conditions end situations, to
be flexible in their thinking, to be comnfortable with risk on the
battlefield, ond to be supremely confident in themselves and their
orgnan'.etions. Inthe final analysis, no temnplate exists to measure or
identify the ;uccessful combat commander, but their traits and
*characteristics
*

ore proclaimed by their accomplishments.?

Successful organizations an~d units must elso be ludged by their
accomplishments, rather then by some formula. The things that contribuite
to Maiking

V

*called

~levels,

8 successful

orgonization includeý strong leadership at all

confidence and trust in one's leaders and comrades, that somethingI
esprit. that defies neat definition; respect uip end down the chain of

commend, proficiency with one's weapons end equipment, end courage in

that do not At the Tvl!N TUNNELS, the 23rd 'nf entry Regiment had it.

-

I~t~

na.¶~rmn~r.

-1-. -' - -r-n-

.- -

---

Pernnps tne Commending 13eneril, Eighth ljnteo States Army,
Lieutenant Genera! Matthew 5.oj.dgwrj

ho,!d

rci~de toe concluoing

observation:

Among the many tough engagements fought in those three weeks [January
31 - February 181, none was conducted with greater skill, gallantry, ando
tenacity than that fought by the 23rd Regimental Combat Team (with the
intrepid Moncler's French Battalion attached, Colonel (now General) Paul L.
Freeman commending ... I never had the slightest doubt over the outcome
75
of this Dattle.1
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